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Statement from SEISM proposal:

Three-step validation framework:
1. GMSV using SDoF oscillators
2. GMSV for geotechnical systems
3. GMSV for MDoF nonlinear building systems

“To facilitate the application of these validation procedures to suites of SEISM simulations, we will develop an API that will automate use of the OpenSees framework to calculate elastic and inelastic SDoF response spectra; Zareian will lead this development. This SEISM-OpenSees interface will set the stage for GMSV procedures that utilize more realistic MDoF nonlinear systems.”
Research Goal

- Develop analytical tools that can assist ground motion simulation developers and users assess how well:
  - Broadband synthetic *waveforms* fit recorded ground motions? (SANAZ & UCI)
  - Broadband synthetic waveforms’ *intensity measures* fit recorded data? (CARMINE & UCI)
  - Structural *response* to broadband synthetic waveforms match the response to recorded ground motions? (CARMINE & UCI)
Research Focus

- Comparison between simulations and recordings from historic events. At three levels:
  - Waveforms (waveform metrics)
  - Engineering Intensity Measures (Sa, PGV, etc.)
  - Structure Response (maxIDR, PFA)
  - Estimated Loss

- Comparison between simulations and recordings conditioned on the same Sa spectrum. Again at the three levels explained above.

- Move from 1D GM application to 2D application.
Previous work presented at SCEC 2012:

Validation of broadband platform ground motion simulations for historical events.
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Future work:

- More variations of SDoF to be implemented in OpenSees framework for GMSV
- Possibly looking into 2 horizontal directions
Validation of broadband platform ground motion simulations for historical events.

- **Systems:**
  - MDoF

- **EDPs:**
  - *Story Drift*
  - *Floor Acc.*

- **Parameters:**
  - $T_1$, $\alpha$

Generic buildings were considered previously, will not focus on this for SEISM
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More realistic steel frame buildings.

Emphasis will be on 2D SMRF systems to use the OpenSees link for validation.
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Validation of broadband platform ground motion simulations for historical events.

- **Systems:**
  - Waveforms (work in progress)

Using statistical characteristics of ground motion time-series, compare the **intensity** and the **frequency content** over time.

1. Evolutionary intensity, includes Arias intensity and duration
2. Predominant frequency
3. Bandwidth
Next Steps:

- OpenSees links for GMSV using SDoF and MDoF systems
- Using the OpenSees links for validation of SEISM ground motions

Questions/Comments?